Introduction
In 1969, the psychiatrist Anthony Storr published an essay Churchill: the Man, 1 reprinted in 1980 as the first chapter of his book, Churchill's Black Dog and Other Phenomena of the Human Mind. 2 This essay established very firmly in the public imagination that Sir Winston Churchill ( Figure 1 ) suffered throughout his life from recurrent attacks of severe depression, or even manic depression (bipolar disease). Indeed, Churchill's depression is now taken for granted as being almost as much a fact of his biography as that he was born in 1874 and died in 1965.
Storr begins his influential and seminal essay as follows:
The psychiatrist who takes it upon himself to attempt a character study of an individual whom he has never met is engaged upon a project which is full of risk. . .psychiatrists who attempt biographical studies of great men are apt to allow theory to outrun discretion. . .. He then throws caution to the wind. His hypothesis is as follows: Churchill was genetically predisposed to melancholia, a predisposition that was reinforced by an upbringing peculiarly liable to result in depression. His beloved mother was neglectful of him: she was more interested in the social whirl than in her offspring. His greatly admired father, Lord Randolph Churchill, was neglectful too, and in so far as he took any notice at all of the young Winston, it was to point out his deficiencies. He did not think much of his son, believing that he was not clever enough for the law and that the army would have to do for him instead. When Winston offered to be Lord Randolph's private secretary, Lord Randolph turned him down with contumely.
Not long afterwards, Storr's hypothesis continues, Lord Randolph died, and his son spent the rest of his life trying to come up to his deceased father's high standards of achievement in order to earn his love and approbation, a futile and impossible task of course because his father was dead. In the absence of demonstrative parental love, then, Winston Churchill was permanently insecure and tried to earn that love by exceptional activity and accomplishment, which caused him to be hyperactive except when it became obvious that such accomplishment would never make up for the absence of love, whereupon he became depressed. He therefore veered between hyperactivity and his Black Dog. Such is Storr's hypothesis. This is a plausible story, but of course much of the hypothesis is undermined if, in fact, Churchill did not suffer from serious depression.
Storr concluded:
It is at this point that psychoanalytic insight reveals its inadequacy. For, although I believe that the evidence shows that the conclusions reached in this chapter are justified, we are still at a loss to explain Churchill's remarkable courage. In the course of his life he experienced many reverses: disappointments which might have embittered and defeated even a man who was not afflicted by the 'Black Dog'. Yet his dogged determination, his resilience, and his courage enabled him, until old age, to conquer his own inner enemy, just as he defeated the foes of the country he loved so well.
Post and Robins 4 stated categorically:
The best documented case of depression of a political leader is that of Winston Churchill [the authors reference Storr 1, 2 and Moran 5 to support this contention]. . .He ruefully characterized his depression as 'my black dog', a faithful companion, sometimes out of sight, but always returning.
Lord Owen, a former Foreign Secretary, who is a qualified doctor and was a senior trainee in clinical neurology, cited Storr as his authority for the statement, 'Throughout his life Churchill suffered from bouts of severe depression. ' Owen goes further in his book about the psychopathology of politicians, In Sickness and in Power: '. . .the testimony of those who worked closely with Churchill does imply a manic as well as a depressive side to him.' 6 Nassir Ghaemi, in a recent and best-selling book, titled A First-Rate Madness, 7 cites a lengthy passage from Storr's essay to buttress his argument that Churchill suffered from depression, to his and his country's advantage. It was, according to this author, Churchill's tendency to depression that made him a political realist during his years in the wilderness and during the rise of the Nazis, and he even goes so far as to claim that it was Churchill's depression that caused him to be in the wilderness in the first place.
In addition, other authors have drawn a similar conclusion without citing Storr. Andrew Solomon, in The Noonday Demon: An Anatomy of Depression, states that both Abraham Lincoln and Winston Churchill 'suffered from depression (and used) their anxiety and their concern as the basis for their leadership'.
8 Andrew Norman, a medically qualified author, has argued in his book Winston Churchill: Portrait of an unquiet mind 9 that Churchill should be described as a 'hypomanic-depressive'.
Some, including Best, have accepted that Churchill's '. . .most evident recurrent affliction was not physical but psychological: depression. . .its importance has been exaggerated' and that 'it never stopped him doing anything he wanted to do.' 10 Most importantly, Attenborough (who has written a detailed rebuttal of the conclusions of Moran, Storr and others in Churchill and the 'Black Dog' of Depression 11 ) and Gilbert, Churchill's official biographers, have come to the conclusion that Churchill's 'black dog' was a transient, never significantly disabling, reaction to serious misfortunes for himself or for Britain and was insignificant when compared to Churchill's resilience, courage and leadership at times of major setback or crisis. 11, 12 Gilbert described Churchill as 'A man often angered and saddened by the bad turn of events, but having unusual resilience to come back fighting within a short time; not someone incapacitated through mental ill-health or through excessive drinking.' 12 This opinion was based on Gilbert's detailed assessment of the 'daily records of the war years' and beyond. But Gilbert's opinion also took note of the views of those closest to Churchill such as his daughter, Mary, and Sir John Colville, Churchill's Joint Principal Private Secretary, 1951 -1955 (and Assistant Private Secretary 1940 -1941 and 1943 -1945 
'Black dog'
According to the Oxford English Dictionary, 22 the first use of the phrase 'black dog' to describe melancholy and depression was in 1776 by Dr Samuel Johnson, the creator of the English Dictionary, who suffered from clinical depression. Johnson called his melancholia 'the black dog' in conversations and correspondence with his friends, including Hester Lynch Thrale (also known as Piozzi), whose diaries and correspondence are an important source of information about Johnson.
Evidence from Sir Winston Churchill
In none of Churchill's own published writings does the term 'black dog' occur, though the term can be found in a letter he sent to his wife dated 11 July 1911 23 and this is hinted at in a second letter dated 28 January 1916. 24 The first letter was written as Churchill was about to join his wife at the seaside. 23 Churchill reported that the wife of a cousin had been cured of depression by a doctor in Germany. 'I think this man might be useful to me -if my black dog returns. He seems quite away from me now-it is such a relief. All the colours come back into the picture. Brightest of all your dear face-my darling. ' 23 This statement implies strongly that at some time in the past ('quite away from me now'), Churchill had suffered from the 'black dog', which he equates to depression.
The second letter dated 28 January 1916 was written to his wife Clementine while Churchill was serving as battalion commander on the Western Front during WWI: I found it very distressing nearly 40 years ago to be at the Home Office. There is no post that I have occupied in Governments which I was more glad to leave. It was not so much taking the decisions in capital cases that oppressed me, although that was a painful duty. I used to read the letters of appeal written by convicts undergoing long or life sentences begging to be let out. This was for me an even more harassing task.
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Many years after his time at the Home Office, he would also tell his daughter Diana of the anguish he felt in carrying out these duties. 27 Lord Riddell (Managing Director of the News of the World) who played golf with Churchill twice weekly and met him frequently has offered an alternative explanation. Riddell recorded in his diary in 1911, 'He is a charming companion, full of witty, amusing, unexpected sayings -never dull, never tedious. I find him a most considerate and loyal friend. He is also kind-hearted.' 28 Before the public announcement, Churchill had confided in Riddell that 'I am going to the Admiralty' (Churchill became First Lord of the Admiralty on 24 October 1911). Riddell also recorded in his diary that Churchill was unhappy at the Home Office and that the recent strikes had caused him much 'anxiety', as he was 'freely criticised by the Press and certain of his colleagues.
The situation weighed upon him. . .Nevertheless, like all public men, he frequently alleged that, being concentrated on his job, he was not concerned with his critics'. 28 We deduce from this scanty evidence the possibility that Churchill suffered from non-occupationally disabling mild depression before 1911. There is no evidence to support a conclusion that Churchill suffered from prolonged and consistent low mood that interfered with his activities (and what activities!). These features were presumably the fleeting accesses of despair that can overtake anyone and do not constitute a diagnosis any more than accesses of joy constitute a diagnosis.
Churchill also wrote about the worry and mental overstrain in those who have to bear exceptional responsibilities and duties over a long period of time. Churchill proposed an eminently sensible and indeed insightful approach as to the nature of the interest that should be chosen to maintain mental equilibrium. In Churchill's case, of course, it was principally painting, which no doubt explains why the article was republished as the Introduction in Painting as a Pastime, 29 after first appearing in The Strand Magazine in December 1921:
Many remedies are suggested for the avoidance of worry and mental overstrain by persons who, over prolonged periods, have to bear exceptional responsibilities and discharge duties upon a very large scale. Some advise exercise, and others, repose. Some counsel travel, and others, retreat. Some praise solitude, and others, gaiety. No doubt all these may play their part according to the individual temperament. But the element which is constant and common in all of them is Change. Change is the master key. A man can wear out a particular part of his mind by continually using it and tiring it, just in the same way as he can wear out the elbows of his coat. There is, however, this difference between the living cells of the brain and inanimate articles: one cannot mend the frayed elbows of a coat by rubbing the sleeves or shoulders; but the tired parts of the mind can be rested and strengthened, not merely by rest, but by using other parts.
29
Evidence from the Churchill family A lot has been made of the depressive side of his character by psychiatrists who were never in the same room with him. He himself talks of his black dog, and he did have times of depression, but marriage to my mother very largely kennelled the black dog. Of course, if you have a black dog it lurks somewhere in your nature and you never quite banish it; but I never saw him disarmed by depression. 30 Storr, and many others after him cite a memoir by Sarah, Churchill's daughter, as evidence of his depression.
[At] one of his birthdays a few years before [his death by which time Churchill was out of power and of little importance politically], in answer to my sister Diana's exclamation of wonderment at all the things he had done in his life, he said: 'I have achieved a great deal to achieve nothing in the end.' Churchill was frankly sceptical of Moran's constant emphasis on psychology since he liked straightforward and uncomplicated explanations of men and behaviour. Moran was always trying to fathom the workings of his patient's mind, and he sometimes seemed to resent the fact that Churchill's policy was so often proven right. He used on occasion to speak of it with pitying contempt, but it was noticeable that when challenged he was unwilling or unable to propose an alternative. He claims in his book Churchill had none apart from him on whom to unburden his cares. My experience was entirely to the contrary: Churchill was prone to unburden himself, impulsively but never with self-pity, on all with whom he was intimate, and the more worried he was the more he did so, for, indiscreet as he could sometimes be himself, he trusted all too readily in the discretion of others.
20
I think Moran was baffled because obsessed by his own Anatomy of Courage [see 31 ], he was always pursuing his favourite analytical researches from a basis which was false as far as Churchill was concerned. The subject had to be made to fit into the accepted framework, and he therefore satisfied himself that Churchill suffered from long fits of depression, was a prey to bad dreams and was deeply apprehensive. There are, I suppose, few if any normal human beings who are never depressed, and, though Churchill was the exception to many rules this was not one of them. But if there were times when he seemed moody and introspective, gaiety and ebullience were far more often the order of the day, and the sum was seldom long behind the clouds. 20 Colville has given an alternative explanation for Churchill's occasional use of the term 'black dog'. During the ten years of WSC's retirement events in his life worthy of historical record inevitably became fewer. . .The reasons for this diminuendo are straightforward. His own health, though erratically resurgent, often to his doctor's surprise, was gradually deteriorating, and he was sadly aware that he had neither the mental muscle, the memory nor the energy to take up any sustained theme. But besides these decisive difficulties lay also his own profound melancholy at Britain's decline and the stormy and forbidding international outlook. This was not the 'Black Dog' of which many of WSC's biographers have written, which in thirteen years I never heard him mention and which allegedly was a subjective mood of deep depression, having little to do with outside events. It was an objective, detached and sadly logical reaction.
Evidence from Lord Moran
Moran was the first author to claim that Churchill suffered from the 'black dog'. Moran had a long-term interest in the psychology of fear and courage; he even stated in his book The Anatomy of Courage 31 that it was 'but a step to my book on Sir Winston Churchill where I set out to describe the effect of strain on an individual'. 36 Yet, despite this and his detailed descriptions of Churchill's illnesses, there is nothing in the 798 closely printed pages of Moran's book (or in the underlying archive) that remotely resembles the kind of mental state examination which a clinician uses, or ought to use, to establish a diagnosis of depression, even as a retrospective attempt. In addition, there is no evidence from these sources that Moran ever invited a psychiatrist to give a second opinion on Churchill. Nor is there any mention of such a professional encounter in Gilbert's detailed biography or the accompanying Companion volumes/Churchill Documents.
Furthermore, Moran never attempted to treat depression in his illustrious patient, which suggests he was hardly very concerned about it. Churchill did request that Moran prescribe a medicine to ensure that he gave a successful speech at the Conservative Party Conference at Margate on 10 October 1953 after he had suffered a stroke in June 1953. 37 In all probability Moran prescribed Edrisal (amfetamine sulfate 2.5 mg, aspirin 160 mg, phenacetin 160 mg; 'minors'). 38 There is evidence that Moran prescribed the same dose of amfetamine sulfate before other major speeches which 'completely cleared away the muzzy feeling' in Churchill's head. 39, 40 There are in fact only 10 references, all of them brief, to the 'black dog', 'black depression', 'depression', 'melancholy' or 'black moods' in The Struggle for Survival. 5 The first mention is in the entry for 29 November 1943 during the Teheran Conference when Moran said that Churchill made a great effort to shake off the 'black depression' that had settled on him. 41 The second reference occurs on 14 August 1944 (which also includes a footnote to 'black dog' to explain Moran's use of the term). 42 The third (dated 13 September 1944) 43 is an exposition by Moran of what he considers to have been Churchill's unwillingness to admit any errors. The fourth (8 August 1945) relates to Churchill's feelings expressed to Moran two weeks after losing office. 44 The fifth reference is an undated note that Moran made that follows the entry for 4 January 1946 and relates to a perceived 'state of melancholy'. 45 The sixth reference (6 July 1946) is a description by Moran that Churchill was in 'one of his black moods'. 45 The seventh reference (21 March 1955 ) is a comment made by Jane Portal (now Lady Williams of Elvel), Churchill's secretary, to Moran. 46 The eighth reference relates to a discussion Moran had with Brendan Bracken (24 July 1958) on Churchill's personality where it is stated that the condition was inherited ('the inborn melancholia of the Churchill blood'). 47 The ninth reference is to events on 4 June 1959 (entry 8 June 1959) when Churchill was considered by Moran to be 'giving way to the Churchill melancholia'. 48 The tenth and final reference (9 June 1959) is to the rhetorical question, 'Is Winston's black dog catching?' 48 These entries will now be considered in greater detail.
Entry for 29 November 1943
During the Teheran Conference which began on 28 November 1943, Moran made a midnight call on Churchill to see if he needed anything. Churchill was discussing the future with Anthony Eden (Foreign Secretary) and Clark Kerr (British Ambassador to Russia). 'The P.M. was talking in a tired, slow voice, with his eyes closed. . . [Churchill] stopped. ''Charles hasn't a drink -When I consider the vast issues, I realize how inadequate we are. . .'' Then he appeared to make a great effort to cast off the black depression that had settled on him.' Although Moran expected to find Churchill in 'poor fettle' the following morning, 'he seems to have dismissed the night's happenings as if they were only a bad dream'.
Entry for 14 August 1944 (probably 24 September 1944) 42 Storr relied heavily on the entry for 14 August 1944 in The Struggle for Survival, 42 when Churchill reminisced about his life more than 30 years before. Before this passage is discussed in detail, it should be recognised that Moran's book is not a contemporaneous diary record, as it appears superficially to be. The second Lord Moran acknowledged this in his Introduction to the first volume of the paperback edition, when he stated:
So many people were unaware that 'my diary' was, in effect, shorthand for the notes my father jotted down at the time. . .The rather haphazard way in which the contemporary passages were assembled and the constant revision and rewriting. . .over a period of years sometimes made it difficult to determine what was written at the time and what was added later. 49 Grant who wrote the Introduction to the second paperback volume explained further that the constant revisions to The Struggle for Survival resulted in the 'dispersal of some of the essay material [''essays on the various aspects of the Churchill persona''] into the ''diary'' entries' which helped to 'create a misleading impression about the nature of the book'. 50 In the published entry for 14 August 1944, Moran recorded that:
[The PM was in a speculative mood today.] 'When I was young' he ruminated 'for two or three years the light faded out of the picture. I did my work. I sat in the House of Commons, but black depression settled on me. It helped me to talk to Clemmie about it. I don't like standing near the edge of a platform when an express train is passing through. I like to stand right back and if possible to get a pillar between me and the train. I don't like to stand by the side of the ship and look down into the water. A second's action would end everything. A few drops of desperation. And yet I don't want to go out of the world at all in such moments. Is much known about worry, Charles? It helps to write down half a dozen things which are worrying me. Two of them, say, disappear; about two nothing could be done, so it's no use worrying, and two perhaps can be settled. I read an American book on the nerves, The philosophy of fate; it interested me a great deal.' 42 
Moran said:
'Your trouble -I mean the Black Dog businessyou got from your forebears. You have fought against it all your life. That is why you dislike visiting hospitals. You always avoid anything that is depressing. ' 42 Winston stared at me as if I knew too much.
[He went on to talk] about the folly of repression. . ..
Detailed examination of the Moran archive by
Attenborough 51 has confirmed that much of the passage above can be found in the handwritten archive in an entry dated 24 September 1944. The words underlined above do not appear in the handwritten version and words in square brackets express differently what is in the handwritten draft. The introduction to the September entry reads, 'He has a long session tonight at dinner. Cunard. White Star. The Prime Minister, Mrs Churchill and guests'. The second paragraph above is different in the handwritten entry, as notably it omits the question supposedly posed by Churchill: 'Is much known about worry, Charles?' Instead, the entry reads (underlining indicates the differences from the paragraph in the published version:
On worry. It helps to write down half a dozen things which are worrying you. Two of them say disappear, two nothing can be done about so it's no use worrying, and two perhaps can be settled. I read an American book on the nerves, The Philosophy of Faith: it interested me a great deal. Then talked about the folly of repression. . ..
That this entry in all probability relates to 24 September 1944 rather than 14 August 1944 is confirmed by an entry in the Colville diaries for the same date. 52 
Colville recorded that:
Mrs Churchill gave a cocktail party at 6.30. It was quite beautifully executed by the ship's stewards. This was followed by a domestic dinner party, about which the chef took special trouble and at which the P.M. 
Importantly, Colville wrote:
The PM regained some of his old spontaneous form and did not depend on reminiscences as much as he usually does now. He said that when he was Home Secretary his nerves were in a very bad state and he was assailed by worries in a way he never has been in the war. He then discovered that the best remedy was to write down on a piece of paper all the various matters which are troubling one; from which you it will appear that some are purely trivial, some are irremediable, and there are thus only one or two on which will need concentrate one's energies. Lord Moran said that when deterioration in a man set in the first things that went from him with those he had most recently learnt. Played bezique with the P.M. who was in very mellow mood, to 2:30 a.m. 52 Attenborough 51 has pointed out that the Colville diary entry for the 24 September 1944 parallels the contents of Moran's September handwritten passage to a significant extent, save that Colville records Churchill's avowal of having endured a difficult period quite early on his political career, using the words 'nerves' and 'worries', rather than Moran's 'black depression'. There is nothing in Colville's diary entry concerning Moran responding to Churchill's mention of 'nerves' and 'worries' with a pronouncement that his 'trouble -I mean the Black Dog business' is responsible. Colville recalls Moran stating only that when 'deterioration in a man set in the first things that went from him were those he had most recently learnt'. 52 Both the Colville diary entry for 24 September 1944 and the Moran handwritten note for the same date characterised the occasion in question as a dinner party. In contrast, the published entry for 14 August 1944 is quite different. There is no mention of a dinner with guests and, before John Martin (Principal Private Secretary) arrived, the passage reads as though Churchill and Moran were alone; Churchill was in 'speculative mood' and 'ruminated' before Moran. In contrast, Colville describes Churchill holding forth to his guests in characteristic style.
Moran adds a footnote to this entry. 'Black Dog: Winston's name for the prolonged fits of depression from which he suffered.' It should be noted that Moran defines 'black dog' as the 'prolonged fits of depression from which he [Churchill] suffered', not from which Churchill 'had suffered'. In the composition of this entry and footnote, Moran seems to have been untroubled by this inconsistency. In the concluding chapter to The Struggle for Survival, Moran wrote, 'But before the first World War he had learnt to disguise his natural apprehension and had managed to extirpate bouts of depression from his system.' With this evidence, should Moran not more accurately have written: 'prolonged fits of depression from which he had suffered before 1914'.
Commentary after 13 September 1944 43
Following the entry for 13 September 1944, Moran included some comments not linked to the date entry. Moran stated, 'In his early days, as I have already recounted, he was afflicted by fits of depression that might last for months [our emphasis]. He called them the 'black dog'. He dreaded these bouts and instinctively kept away from anyone or anything that seemed to bring them on.' 43 Moran was not Churchill's physician at the relevant time, nor has he provided the evidence for this statement. Moran might have more accurately noted that the 'fits of depression', or 'black dog' which had settled on Churchill was not so black that he was unable to do his work and to sit in the House of Commons, nor was its level of severity such as to put him beyond the assistance of informal counselling from his wife Clemmie. These points suggest that the condition in question, whatever the precise medical diagnosis, was a mild one.
Entries for 2 August 1945 and 8 August 1945 44 Moran 'found' Churchill in the penthouse suite on the sixth floor of Claridge's Hotel on 2 August 1945 where Churchill was staying temporarily after losing the 1945 General Election. 44 Moran recorded that the sun was streaming into the bedroom. 'It was very cheerful' and attributed the following remarks to Churchill. 'I don't like sleeping near a precipice like that', pointing to the balcony. 'I've no desire to quit the world' he said with a grin, 'but thoughts, desperate thoughts come into the head'.
In fact, careful research by Attenborough 54 has shown that the published account omits the following words from the manuscript book:
Shakespeare. Don't tell anyone this.'' [Note: the quotation marks are missing from the manuscript book before ''Don't].
In addition, as Attenborough has explained, the published entry differs substantially in tone from Moran's original manuscript book. 54 The engulfing mood of gloom of the published entry is substantially dispelled by the manuscript entry. The manuscript book states that Moran was 'kept waiting an unusual time as he [Churchill] was deep in a business interview'. 54 Churchill then discussed his reception in the House the previous day, when Conservative MPs demonstrated their strong support for him, his troublesome indigestion, for which he had restarted his breathing exercises [Churchill demonstrated these], his 'private worries' over money even though offered £20,000 (equivalent to about £600,000 in 2018) from Time and Life for four short articles ('I'm not going to work when they take nineteen and six out of every pound I earn'), and his concern that if Aneurin Bevan becomes Minister of Health, Moran might not be able to look after him as a private patient. At this point, Mrs Hill (Churchill's secretary) came in and asked if Churchill would take a trunk call that he had put though to Lord Camrose (Proprietor of the Daily Telegraph and soon to be Churchill's unpaid literary agent). Churchill took the call, 'Is that you Bill' and set up a lunch appointment. 54 
As Attenborough has concluded:
Churchill's association with Camrose at this date is almost certainly an indication that, regardless of variations in mood following the election defeat, Churchill was looking towards, and working towards, the rewards, material and psychological, of producing a worldwide bestseller, the Labour Government's taxation policy not withstanding.
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The manuscript book entry also reveals that Mrs Hill informed Moran that Churchill's post-election letter bag 'was bigger than Attlee's'. 54 In the entry for 8 August 1945, Churchill explains to Moran that he kept waking about 4 o'clock in the morning and had to take a 'red' (quinalbarbital 100 mg) to get to sleep, or 'futile speculations' filled his mind. 'It's no use, Charles, pretending I'm not hard hit. I can't school myself to do nothing for the rest of my life . . . I get fits of depression. You know how my days were filled; now it has all gone. I go to bed at twelve o'clock. There is nothing to sit up for.' 44 In reality, Churchill was still responding to hundreds of letter and planning his future as Party leader: 'In the anxious days that lie ahead we shall need a strong and closely-knitted team.' 55 Commentary after 4 January 1946 45 In an undated record in 1946, Moran recorded that Churchill:
. . .was troubled because he [Churchill] seemed to be sinking into a state of melancholy that I could not fully explain. I knew that he was beginning to feel his years, and that his physical powers were on the decline, which alone can completely change a man's outlook. Winston himself was sure he was despondent because he was nearly spent. 'I'm pretty well played out. I imagine when one folds up like that, this kind of business hit hits one harder. Is anything known about these things, Charles?' But was there not something more behind this despair? Could it be the shock of his defeat had stirred up the inborn melancholia of the Churchill blood? Brendan, I remember, told me Winston's mood in 1915 when he had to leave the Government because he was held responsible for the failure of the attack on the Dardanelles. According to Brendan, Winston kept on saying to him -often several times in a day -'I'm finished I'm finished'. 45 Entry for 6 July 1946 45 Moran recorded that when he called upon Churchill today 'he seemed in poor heart-one of his black moods'. Churchill said, 'I'm fed up. Victory has turned to sackcloth and ashes.' 45 Churchill resigned as Prime Minister on 5 April 1955.
Entry for 21 March 1955
Jane Portal told Moran, 'You will find the P.M. very depressed. He has given up reading the newspapers and sits about staring into space. They are really kicking him out.' 46 Churchill resigned as Prime Minister on 5 April 1955.
Entry for 24 July 1958 47
In a conversation between Moran and Brendan Bracken (former MP, Churchill confidante and close friend) on 24 July 1958, at a time when Bracken was dying at home from carcinoma of the oesophagus (he died on 8 August 1958), Bracken stated:
Have you read [A.L.] Rowse on The Later Churchills? . . .He says that of the last seven Dukes of Marlborough five suffered from melancholia. . .It has not been easy for him [Churchill] . You see, Charles, Winston has always been a 'despairer'. Orpen [Sir William Orpen], who painted him after the Dardanelles, used to speak of the misery in his face. 47 He called him the man of misery. Winston was so sure then that he would take no further part in public life. There seemed nothing left to live for. It made him very sad. Then in his years in the wilderness, before the Second War, he kept saying: 'I'm finished'. He said that about twice a day. He was quite certain that he would never get back to office. . .he missed the red [dispatch] boxes awfully. Winston has always been wretched unless he was occupied.
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Bracken explained:
This strain of melancholy, a Churchill inheritance, is balanced in Winston by the physical and mental robustness of the Jeromes. There was in his formidable grandfather a touch of the frontiersman. When he had angered the mob he promptly put a machine-gun on the roof, which he himself could operate. . . The healthy bright red American blood cast out the Churchill melancholy. But not entirely. Winston has always been moody; used to call his fits of depression the 'black dog'. At other times, as you know, he goes off into a kind of trance. I have seen him sit silent for several hours, and when he is like that only a few people can make him talk.
It should be noted that the focus of this conversation (only a small part of which is reproduced above) about Churchill was really initiated by Moran. Bracken began by stating, 'Now, Charles, I haven't brought you here to talk about my troubles. Let's get down to something more interesting. I want to talk to you about Winston. Where shall I begin?' 47 Moran responded, 'You once told me that Winston 56 ), when as he was well aware, and as Bracken told Moran, 'That's why as you say, he [Churchill] won't go near a hospital.' 47 Entry for 8 June 1959 (relating to 4 June 1959) 48 The entry for 8 June records that Moran found Churchill 'on Thursday' (presumably 4 June) with a 'glum face, brooding over his bed rest. I taxed him with giving way to his melancholia.' 48 
and:
And in spite of his dark moments of impatience and frustration sometimes verging on despair, I was conscious of his own ultimate confidence in himself. He had no doubts about his star.
His zest, vitality, activity and industry were inexhaustible. He seemed to be endowed by Nature with a double charge of life.
59
Bonham Carter clearly implies that these were characteristic, not episodic, traits. Suffice it to say that these are not the traits of a depressive nor, for that matter, of a person in a state of mania. However, Bonham Carter does notice Churchill's periods of despair. For example, after the failure of the Gallipoli campaign, following which he had to resign, he told Bonham Carter 'I'm finished. . .No I'm done.' 60 In other words, he thought that his public life was over; and public life, together with writing, was all-important to Churchill.
What is most noticeable, however, is not that Churchill despaired, but that he recovered very quickly from his despair. After his removal from the cabinet, Churchill went to the trenches in France as a Lt. Col. Of his farewell luncheon, Violet Bonham Carter says:
The rest of us [were] trying to 'play up' and hide our leaden hearts. Winston alone was at his gayest and best. . ..
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And indeed, once Churchill got to France, by sheer force of personality and administrative ability, he put new heart into a battalion with reportedly very low morale.
Discussion
We accept that it is generally unwise to speculate on the possible presence or absence of particular mental disorders in a person we have never met, especially when such speculations are heavily dependent upon the mainly theoretical considerations of others, who may also have not met that individual. The observations of family members, valued friends, colleagues or health professionals who have no particular experience or expertise in psychiatry can all be misleading. Contemporaneous accounts can be affected by inappropriate use of terminology. For example, the terms 'melancholia' and 'rumination', respectively, connote a particular condition and mental experience, which are understood rather differently by a psychiatrist and a member of the general public. Furthermore, the seemingly insightful self-reflections of an individual may be affected by the passage of time, as the recollection of a prevailing affect at a particular point is known to be questionable after a few months have passed.
However, based on the available medical (and non-medical) sources, we are not persuaded, even if others have been, that Churchill suffered from a Major Depressive Disorder or from Bipolar I Disorder (a manic episode, possibly preceded by or followed by a hypomanic episode or major depressive episode) or Bipolar II Disorder (a hypomanic episode and a major depressive episode), as defined in the fifth edition of the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of the American Psychiatric Association (DSM-5). 13 Equally, there is no evidence that Churchill suffered from a Cyclothymic disorder as defined in DSM-5. 13 Both Bipolar II Disorder and Cyclothymic disorder are associated with hypomanic episodes, but in cyclothymic disorder depressive symptoms are less severe and do not meet full severity or duration criteria for a diagnosis of a depressive episode. In practice, it may be very difficult to differentiate the two disorders without monitoring the condition for a long period of time and gathering information from other sources such as family members. 62 It has also been suggested that there may be a multi-generational family history of 'melancholia' in Churchill, but although such a history is common in patients with bipolar disorder, it is itself insufficient to make a reliable diagnosis. The psychiatrist would also seek to establish whether other features are present which might support the bipolar disorder diagnosis. For example, clear evidence of at least one discrete period of mania with its unusual elation, marked over-activity, increased irritability and enhanced creativity, with observable features such as rapid speech, racing thoughts, distractibility and altered judgement, leading to substantial impairment and the perceived need for hospitalisation. Of course, some bipolar patients do not experience such typical manic episodes, but instead report rather milder and somewhat less impairing 'hypomanic' episodes. However, the accurate distinction of this pattern of recurring affective illness from the quotidian variation in the high-functioning cyclothymic personality can be difficult, and again could only be achieved through detailed interview.
To make the clinical diagnosis of a recurrent unipolar depressive disorder, a psychiatrist would look for evidence of an episodic condition characterised by discrete periods of upsetting and impairing depressive symptoms (particularly persistent and pervasive low mood, troublesome reduced motivation, and distressing loss of interests and decreased capacity for pleasure), present for more than two weeks, with intervening and often prolonged periods of relatively good mental health. Episodes of illness can occur either with or without preceding adverse life events or the presence of enduring difficulties, although in most patients there is a strong association between recent adverse experiences or persisting challenges and periods of depression.
Of course, absence of evidence is not proof of absence, but the onus is surely on those who make a diagnosis to provide the positive evidence for it. In reality, there are no gaps in Churchill's very heavily documented career sufficiently large to be explained by periods of major depressive disorder or bipolar disorder. Specifically, it is preposterous to suppose that Churchill was depressed in any serious sense during a tumultuous time in British politics during which he was President of the Board of Trade (1908) (1909) (1910) or Home Secretary (1910 Secretary ( -1911 and was instrumental in passing important reforms.
Churchill's reported periods of 'black dog' before 1911 may correspond to the 'prolonged fits of depression' reported second hand by Moran: but the exact nature of this 'black dog' is uncertain. Churchill notes that relief from these periods is associated with the experience of returning colours in a picture, which suggests the periods were characterised by anhedonia (loss of interest, pleasure and reward), but the duration of this anhedonic experience is not clear. When episodic and distressing anhedonia is reported by a patient, a psychiatrist would carefully establish whether other depressive symptoms (such as low mood, disturbed sleep or suicidal thoughts) occurred at the same time. If Churchill experienced such depressive symptoms before 1911, any associated impairment appears to have been limited, given his ability to respond effectively to extraordinary challenges then and over subsequent years.
For a man who went through the Battle of Omdurman, escaped as a prisoner of war with a death sentence on his head during the Boer War, had to deal with the siege of Sidney Street, sign death warrants, plan a major amphibious attack, deal with the economic problems of the 1920s, watch the blindness of his peers during the build-up to WWII, take over the leadership at a pretty low point, survive crushing reversals during the War, lose an election afterwards and become Prime Minister again at a time of declining powers, to name only a few incidents, not to have experienced periods of transient depression/despair would be remarkable to the point of being pathological.
Throughout his life, in fact, Churchill's despairalways in response to events -was quickly followed by recovery. The normal word for this is resilience, though some have hinted at manic defence. Moran even notes that he went to bed in despair and rose with optimism. If Churchill's thought is to be deemed a psychiatric symptom, then, all thought of whatever stripe, other than the most banal, is likewise to be considered a psychiatric symptom.
Although low doses of amfetamine given continuously may have some benefit in mild depression, intermittent prescribing of amfetamine sulfate 2.5 mg by Moran to clear the 'muzzy feeling' in Churchill's head before major speeches would offer no such benefit. Nor is there clinical evidence that the occasional use of amfetamines caused depressive symptoms in Churchill after it had been taken. Moreover, the first dose of amfetamine was not prescribed to Churchill until October 1953. The fact that Churchill had been prescribed a psychostimulant (amfetamine sulfate) and a barbiturate (quinalbarbital) for short-term management of inertia or insomnia is insufficient to support the diagnosis of a recurrent depressive disorder.
While it is true that some people drink because they are depressed, far more people are depressed because they drink. If Churchill had suffered from prolonged periods of consistently depressed mood, which we doubt he did, the quantity of alcohol that Churchill drank on a daily basis would be of importance. Although Churchill did not show any signs of dependence, his tolerance most probably would have been high. It is therefore very relevant that Montague Browne never saw Churchill drunk for 10 years or more at an age at which one might have expected his tolerance already to have declined. 'I never saw him drunk, but enlivened, stimulated, sometimes eloquently impassioned in a theme after dinner.' 33 Surely, Moran would have suggested that Churchill should eliminate or reduce his intake of alcohol if he considered there was a possibility that it was responsible for the 'black dog' which he had diagnosed. After all, Moran supported Hunt when he told Churchill to stop drinking when he suffered recurrent bouts of obstructive jaundice in 1958. 63 Based on Moran's published record of his professional encounters with Churchill, there is no support for the idea Moran would have been too respectful to have said anything about it to his patient.
Our view, then, is that the available evidence suggests that Churchill suffered no major psychiatric disorder, exceptional man as he undoubtedly was. Churchill 'lived a life that was quite human and profoundly inspirational. He was a man with a huge personality who enjoyed life, family and the fulfilment of destiny, without the hobble of a debilitating mental illness. The myth of the 'Black Dog' as Churchill's metaphor for severe clinical mood disorder is just that -a myth'. 64 The question then arises as to why it should so rapidly and almost universally have been accepted that he did suffer from psychiatric disorder. In the first place, there is a general desire to pull great men down and give them feet of clay, to diminish them in some way, so that they may more approximate ourselves in size. But there is also a contrary desire, to elevate the psychiatrically disturbed so as to lessen the fear of mental illness and its associated stigma. If Churchill was psychiatrically ill, why fear psychiatric illness? Finally, there is the matter of psychiatric imperialism, which desires that all human conduct become a psychiatric symptom.
Churchill was exceptional, but he was normal.
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